Genetic Research Progress of Fruit Ripening and Quality Control
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Abstract  Fruit ripening involves many biochemical processes, mainly including aroma, sugar production, fruit softening and so on, which is closely related to a series of metabolic pathways in the process of fruit ripening. Therefore, it is of great significance for fruit quality improvement to study and understand the genetic mechanism of fruit ripening and quality regulation. Combined with the genetic studies of fruit ripening and quality improvement in recent years, this study summarized metabolic pathways in genetic analysis of fruit ripening, genetic law of fruit quality improvement, and quality QTL, aiming to provide technical reference for quality breeding of fruit plants.
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The breeding of high-quality varieties is very important for the sustainable development of fruit industry. Fruit quality is a comprehensive trait composed of many single traits, many of which are quantitative traits or quantitative-qualitative traits controlled by micro functional polygenes or oligo genes (Chen et al., 2015). According to the purpose of research and utilization, the fruit quality can be divided into appearance, flavor, nutrition, storage and transportation, fresh food, processing, heredity and other different types of quality. The components include size, shape, color, texture, flavor, aroma and functional components of the fruit (Duangjit et al., 2016). Since ancient times, the regulation of fruit development, maturation and quality formation has been a hot issue for fruit breeders.

1 Fruit Ripening Regulation

1.1 Regulation of AOX and UCP metabolic pathways in fruit ripening

In the process of climacteric fruit ripening, ethylene played a role in inducing and promoting ripening of these fruits. When the fruit was ripe, it would change in nutrients, texture and color. The accumulation of sugar and the increase of respiratory activity were attributed to the effect of ethylene and the response to environmental disturbance under the regulation of genes (Vanlerbergh et al., 2013). The increase of respiratory activity during respiration climacteric fruit ripening was related to ATP synthesis and uncoupling between mitochondrial electron transport chains. The two energy consumption systems involved, one of which was mediated by alternating oxidase (AOX) and the other by uncoupling protein (UCP), were both related to fruit maturation (Seymour et al., 2013). To illustrate this problem, Oliveira et al. (2015) monitored ethylene emissions and two uncoupling (AOX and UCP) pathways during maturation of papaya (from green to yellow). The results showed that papaya was a typical respiration climacteric fruit: endogenous ethylene emissions initially increased, reached a peak at the intermediate stage of maturity, and finally returned to basic levels before maturing. The decrease of total respiration was observed from mitochondria which were extracted from pulp, while the involvement of AOC and UCP pathways increased significantly during papaya maturation. The amount of AOX increased during the
transition of papaya from green to mature, accompanied by the instantaneous ethylene peak, while the O$_2$ consumption which induced by the activity of UCP increased by 80% from the beginning to the ripening stage. The expression analysis of AOX and UCP showed that the increase of AOX and UCP (mainly UCP1) was related to the high-level expression of AOX1 and UCP, respectively. The results indicated that AOX and UCP were two different pathways related to the regulation of mature ethylene peak and the induction of specific genes such as AOX1 and UCP1.

AOX is a non-energy-saving terminal oxidase located on the electron transfer chain of plant mitochondria, while the respiratory carbon oxidation pathway, electron transfer and ATP transition are closely coupled. AOX provides a way for this coupling to relax, thus providing the metabolic balance between degree (metabolic homeostasis) to carbon and energy metabolism. In addition to its role in the initial metabolism, plant mitochondria also play a "annunciator" role which can affect such as the process of gene expression such as nucleus. The activity of AOX can control the level of potential mitochondrial signal molecules such as peroxide, NO and important redox coupling. On this path, AOX also provides a "signal balance" degree to the organelle. Metabolic and signal balance of AOX function is particularly important under stress conditions, including abiotic stresses such as hypothermia, drought, nutrient deficiency and biological stresses like bacterial infection (Vanlerberghe et al., 2013). The changes of respiratory leaps might be related to the rapid recognition of mitochondrial energy consumption system, which lead to the reduction of oxidative phosphorylation and the production of heat. The AOX pathway directly affected from the oxidation of pantothanol to the reduction of O$_2$-H$_2$O, and prevented the oxidation of pantothanol through synctic III, cytochrome C and cytochrome C oxidase (complex depression). Therefore, a branch was introduced into the mitochondrial electron transfer chain (mETC) via the electron stream of AOX, which bypassed two important energy storage points (the complex III and IV) (Figure 1) and reduced one generation of the cell membrane potential and ATP synthesis. In this way, the electron flow through the AOX path was reduced to water by parallel reaction, which increased the rate of electron transfer into mETC and heated pu for consumes energy. The activity of AOX also inhibited the generation of superoxide anion (O$_2^-$), decreased its conversion to other reactive oxygen species (ROS), such as H$_2$O$_2$, hydroxyl groups and so on (Tyagi et al., 2016). The existence of two systems in the mitochondria of tomato fruit also indicated that they blocked the formation of ROS through respiratory chain and promoted fruit ripening. In the study of maturation regulation of tomato and mango, it was found that the two systems might be involved in the late maturation process (Perotti et al., 2014). The protons were pumped through the mitochondrial intima, and a proton potential was obtained from the extracellular membrane to the mesenchyma, which is driven by ATP synthase to transform into phosphorylated ADP. The role of the UCP pathway is to allow protons to provide channels from the intermembrane to the outer membrane, thus bypassing the ATP synthase complex. The UCP protein unravels ATP synthase from respiration in plant mitochondria like this. Therefore, both AOX and UCP pathway increased respiration rate (Gandin et al., 2014).

Figure 1 The plant mitochondrial electron transport chain
Relative to the AOX path, the function of AOX pathway in energy consumption during fruit ripening is unclear. The research of Considine et al. (2001) showed that the protein accumulation of mango was related to the specific transcription of AOX (AOX1a and 1b) and UCP (UCP1) genes. Mainly occurs in mature transformation and maturation stage, and the activities of AOX and UCP significantly affected respiration. Compared with tomato, the protein level of AOX and UCP decreased in maturation stage, AOX protein level of mango and apple increased in jump stage, but UCP was not clear. This study also confirmed that AOX plays a key role in the maturation of papaya. Therefore, papaya is considered to have the characteristics of faster maturation than other jump fruits, which makes it a model to study the relationship between mitochondria uncoupling and ethylene in fruit ripening.

1.2 Effects of polyamines on fruit ripening

Putrescine (Put), spermidine (Spd), spermine (Spm) and other polyamines (PAs) were ubiquitous polycationic small molecules in living cells. They mainly regulated excess biological processes, such as gene expression and cell signaling and were critical to the normal growth of various organisms (Pandey et al., 2015). The PA biosynthesis pathway initiated the production of Put, and acted as the precursor of higher Pas, Spd, Spm, which was decarboxylated directly by ornithine decarboxylase (ODC). In addition to the ODC pathway, plants and bacteria also had a Put biosynthesis pathway, that is, the decarboxylation of arginine decarboxylase (ADC). Spd and Spm were synthesized from Put by adding aminopropyl groups in turn (Sauter et al., 2013).

Polyammonia (PAs) is related to fruit development and early stage of ripening, and has physiological effects such as promoting growth and relieving senescence, contrary to ethylene and so on. Contrary to ethylene effect, Valero et al. (2002) treated with PAs on many different fruits, the results showed that it could delay fruit color change, respiration and senescence, increase hardness of fruit and stability of cell wall stability, as well as reduce the damage which was caused by mechanical injury and cold injury. PAs together with salicylic acid regulated ethylene biosynthesis by affecting the accumulation of ACC synthase transcripts. PAs and ethylene acted on the contrary, by sharing S-Adenosyl methionine (SAM) as precursors to affect plant growth and senescence, plant cells transferred SAM into PA biosynthesis, or ethylene biosynthesis, or both (Lasanajak et al., 2014). Nambeesan et al. (2010) confirmed that lycopene content and juice viscosity increased by studying the transgenic over-expression of yeast SAMPC and yeast SPDC of tomato. These studies suggested that PA-ethylene plays an important role in fruit ripening.

1.3 Regulatory effects of transcription factors on fruit ripening

In recent years, with the development of genomics and molecular genetics, in fruit trees, the mining and development of functional genes related to maturation have been reported. There are nearly 60 transcription factors involved in fruit development, maturation and quality formation, such as papaya (Zhu et al., 2012), tomatoes (Exposito-Rodriguez et al., 2008; Kou et al., 2016), bananas (Chen et al., 2011), sweet oranges (Mafra et al., 2012), pears (Imai et al., 2014), and peaches (Tong et al., 2009) etc. These studies provide a good genomic data platform for the analysis of important fruit agronomic traits, as well as lay a solid foundation for the cultivation of new varieties of fruit trees. In recent years, more and more new methods and new technologies have emerged, such as Transcriptome sequencing technique, digital gene expression profiling, whole genome resequencing, epigenomics research etc., which also played an important role in promoting the development of molecular genetics of fruit trees. RNA-Seq and qRT-PCR are commonly used methods for the analysis of gene expression products during plant development. qRT-PCR is characterized by its high sensitivity, strong specificity and good compatibility and quantification range from high throughput to accurate expression products. Considered to be the most effective method for transcriptional data validation (Gonzalez-Aguero et al., 2013).

Banana’s ripening process is mainly regulated by hormones such as ethylene, ABA etc. During banana maturation, ethylene, as a signaling molecule, binds to corresponding receptors and induces some physiological changes, such as the conversion of starch to sugar, the change of enzyme activity in fruit which then change the direction of enzyme activity and so on. Therefore, the ripening process of post-harvest banana is also an important process of fruit quality (hardness, aroma, color, etc.) (Giovannoni, 2004). The regulation of post-harvest quality of banana
fruit is the key to obtain high quality banana fruit. Xu et al. (2007) used SMART PCR cDNA synthesis method to report the changes of mRNA content of natural ripe banana fruits at 28°C after harvest. Preliminary analysis of gene expression showed that the up-regulated gene was closely related to post-harvest ethylene biosynthesis of fruit, which suggested that it might be involved in ethylene biosynthesis or regulation of post-harvest ethylene biosynthesis in banana. Liu et al. (2015) studied the regulation of banana fruit ripening and ethylene biosynthesis, then, they speculated that MuMADS1 and MaOFP1 genes were involved in the regulation of banana ripening in an antagonistic manner. However, the interaction between fruit ripening regulators and its downstream effectors is not well understood.

2 Fruit Quality Improvement
2.1 Physiological regulation mechanism of fruit quality improvement

The fruit can be divided into two types according to the amount of ethylene produced: climacteric fruit and Non-climacteric fruit. For climacteric fruits, such as mango, banana and papaya, the content of ethylene increased rapidly with the appearance of respiratory peak at maturity. However, no significant changes in respiration were observed in non-climacteric fruits, such as grapes and strawberries, and ethylene remained at a lower level. However, this difference is not absolute, such as muskmelon fruit, which both has climacteric type and non-climacteric type. Ethylene dependent gene regulatory networks and ethylene-independent regulatory networks exist at the same time (Saladè et al., 2015). According to the results of the existing research on postharvest ethylene, in order to prolong the shelf life of fruits, climacteric fruits were generally harvested and stored in cold storage when the fruit is not fully matured. But the fruit which was not fully mature usually cannot be ripened in time, and its flavor and color would be affected (El-Sharkawy et al., 2016).

The research showed that the aroma of tomato was related to a series of complex volatile compounds. The total amount of acetate in red tomato is lower than that in green tomato, so the less the content of acetate, the more popular is (Tikunov et al., 2013). Goulet et al. (2012) reported that the difference of volatile ester content between red tomato and green tomato might be related to the insertion of a transposon, which was adjacent to a key enzyme involved in the decomposition of volatile ester of red tomato, but the green tomato lacked this insertion transposon. This insertion gradually increased the activity of the enzyme and reduced the volatile ester content of red tomato. The results of this research partly explain why many people prefer red tomatoes to green tomatoes. For many years, before maturing, growers plucked aqua fruit with uniform appearance which made it easier for people to harvest tomatoes with uniform maturity, but they were even in color compared to wild tomatoes. There is less sugar in it. Botanists discovered a transcription factor called SlGLK2, which regulates the accumulation and distribution of chlorophyll. Chloroplasts use their captured light energy to convert carbon dioxide and water into sugar. However, the SlGLK2 of most tomatoes on supermarket shelves is inactivated, and the SlGLK2 expression of wild tomato is normal, which might explain why the tomato has no taste. This study also showed that some of the planting patterns which increased yields in breeding were the culprit for the decline in quality (Powell et al., 2012).

Fruit ripening is a complex process involving biochemical, metabolic and physiological changes, resulting in changes in aroma, color, taste and texture (Giovannoni, 2004). These changes are closely related to hormone regulation, cell wall modification, enzyme biosynthesis/degradation, and the changes of sugar content. This series of behaviors is arrived in a certain way by the transcriptional regulation of a set of genes associated with maturation (Prasanna et al., 2007). Pandey et al. (2015) studied the overexpression of mouse ornithine decarboxylase gene in transgenic tomato under the control of fruit extension promoter (2A11). The transgenic fruit showed that the level of diamine putrescine (Put), spermidine (Spd), spermine (Spm) increased with the decrease of ethylene level, respiration rate and physiological water loss. The results showed that the ripening period and shelf life of transgenic fruit were longer than that of non-transgenic control, and the contents of total soluble solids, titratable acid, total sugar, lycopene VC and antioxidants were increased in some quality characteristics.
2.2 Fruit texture regulation

Fruit softening after ripening is a very complicated process. The destruction of cell wall structure is the main cause of tomato fruit softening (Duangjit et al., 2016). The cell wall of tomato fruit is mainly composed of cellulose, hemicellulose, pectin and protease. Hemicellulose is a macromolecular skeleton of hemicellulose, which is composed of β-1, 4 xylose unit. The hemicellulose is covalently bound to pectin and hydrogen bond to cellulose (Peneau et al., 2006). Han et al. (2008) found that the activity of polygalacturonase(PG) enzyme was strongly inhibited in transgenic fruit and played an important role in fruit softening during mature period by comparing tomato antisense PG gene with control fruit.

Although the degradation of cell wall structural substances in pulp by cell wall hydrolases is generally considered to be the main factor of fruit softening during tomato fruit ripening and storage. However, with the further study of fruit maturation, it was found that fruit softening was not only related to the degradation of cell wall, but also related to many factors, such as intracellular composition, degree of intercellular polymerization and cell pressure. Tomassen et al. (2007) found that a nonspecific lipid transfer protein (nsLTP) might be involved in the regulation of tomato fruit softening. This protein was a P subunit of PG polyprotein complex, which had the ability to catalyze the activity of PG-2a and accelerate the degradation of tomato pulp cell wall. The research of malic enzyme in tomato fruit by Centeno et al. (2010) showed that the activity of malic enzyme was closely related to the content of intermediate starch in tomato fruit and affected the post-harvest ripening softening and water loss rate. By inhibiting the activity of two glycosidases controlling the degradation of glycoprotein N-glycan in tomato fruit, Meli et al. (2010) increased the shelf life of tomato fruit by nearly 30 days. In addition, some genes related to non-hydrolytic enzymes and other metabolic pathways were also involved in the regulation of the process of fruit ripening and softening (Gapper et al., 2013). For example, the molecular morphology of starch in tomato pulp affected and involved in the physiological process of fruit ripening and softening. It was also found that the crystal structure and amylopectin ratio of starch in pulp were related to the storage ability of fruit (Kietsuda et al., 2012).

2.3 QTL molecular marker assisted breeding for fruit quality improvement

In order to understand the relationship and interaction between quantitative trait genes in fruit trees more deeply, quantitative trait locus (QTL) technology provides a more effective means for the mapping of multiple loci. At present, at the molecular level, many major QTL loci that control fruit traits have been mapped by researchers, such as genes that control fruit quality traits, which directly affect the appearance, flavor and quality traits related to maturity of fruits (Fu et al., 2015). Aromatic substances were one of the main components affecting fruit flavor, while they were composed of different volatile substances (Dudareva and Della Penna, 2013). Lecomte et al. (2004) constructed the recombinant inbred line population of tomato and had located the QTL sites controlling sugar content and sweetness by QTLs. Bai et al. (2015) located the dominant QTL malic acid (Ma) on chromosome 16 to control the malic acid changes in apple natural mutants, and confirmed that Mal gene was the major gene regulating malic acid content in apple natural mutants. Molina-Bravo et al. (2014) used hybrids of (Rubus Parvifolius Tulameen) Qualicum to construct genetic linkage map to analyze the quantized characteristic transposon (QTL) of cold resistance, thorn density, fruit color, fruit shape, fruit size and flower color. Seven linkage maps were constructed and compared with the constructed Rubus map. The results showed that four regions were related to cold resistance traits and two were linked to thorn density. Saeed et al. (2014) used 250 seedlings of interspecific hybrids of pear from Asian (Pyrus pyrifolia Nakai and Phylachthreideri Rehd) and Europen (P. communis) which with two shared groups (POP369 and POP356) to identify the genetic factors of pear fruit fruiy discolouration(FD). The result showed that the single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) based on linkage map was suitable for the development of two separate groups of female parents by QTL analysis. The male parent and female parent of the POP369 map contained 174 and 265 SNP markers respectively, which of POP356 map contained 353 and 398 SNP markers respectively. A total of 221 QTLs were identified as QTL associated with 22 phenotypic variations, two isolated groups and FD. The fruit hardness, polyphenol oxidase (PPO) activity, ascorbic acid (AsA) concentration, polyphenol concentration and FD related QTL were reported.
which means FD disease was controlled by multiple small QTL effects.

Longhi et al. (2012) used Fuji apple hybrid with Delearly and Pink Lady to locate QTLs after 2 months of cold storage and evaluate the texture of the fruit. The results showed that in the Fuji apple×Delearly population, the linkage groups of more QTLs were 5, 10, 15, and the interpretation rate of phenotypic variation was 15.6 / 49g. In the Fuji apple×Pink Lady population, the linkage groups of more QTLs were 12, 16. The main difference between these two populations were that the hot spots of QTL locus associated with fruit texture were located in the 10th (Fuji apple×Delearly) and 16th (Fuji apple×Pink Lady) linkage groups respectively. Ravaglia et al. (2013) reported that the expression of key enzyme Gene (UFGT) in flavonoid biosynthesis was up-regulated by MYB10, MYB123 and bHLH3, and inhibited by MYB111 and MYB16 during peach fruit development. Similar studies have shown that grape and apple have several MYB transcription factors involved in biosynthesis of anthocyanins from pericarp, sometimes interacting with bHLH and WD40 (Jaakola, 2013). There was some scholar identified three proteins, which were FaMYB9/FaMYB11, FabHLH3 and FaTTG1, by comprehensive co-expression network analysis, yeast two-hybrid interaction and arabidopsis mutant’s complementation. These three proteins were the key factors for regulating the biosynthesis of strawberry proanthocyanidins (Schaart et al., 2013). Another related transcription factor FaMYB10, was involved in the regulation of anthocyanin biosynthesis in the early and late stages of receptacle in a manner that regulates maturity (Medina-Puche et al., 2014). In conclusion, many researchers have deeply studied the molecular regulation mechanism of fruit traits. They mapped QTL to specific chromosomal segments of the linkage map to analyze the linkage relationship between genes more accurately. The results provided the basis for elucidating the molecular regulation mechanism of fruit quality traits and screening good fruit characters and new candidate genes.

3 Expectation
The foundation of improving quality and increasing efficiency in fruit industry is to cultivate varieties of fruit trees of good quality. Modern biotechnology has developed rapidly in recent decades, which Modern biotechnology has been developed rapidly in recent decades, including gene insertion technology, molecular marker screening, quality development related promoter mining and functional analysis, and identification of biotic and abiotic stress resistance (tolerance) genes. Therefore, mastering and utilizing the genetic principle of fruit ripening and quality regulation will show a good development prospect and advantages for the development of efficient breeding methods. At the same time, it will lay a solid foundation for the cultivation of new varieties of high-quality fruit trees.
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